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Introduction

Theories of group develcpnent (Tuckinan, 1965) inply that a health care
that is unencumbered by organizational constraints will pass throu^ the

stages of develcpnent nore easily than one that is constrained. For the team
in the traditional hospital setting, demands from various departments

of the hospital, constraints of professional reference grot^js, and tradition^
professional roles would T seem to conspire to inhibit develcpn^t. If this
were so, then a team -that functions on the periphery of the hospital mi^t be
e}^)ected to work its way throu^ the difficulties of the early stages of
development and reach the stages of smooth functioning more readily than one
that is constrained by its bureaucratic environment. If the members have only
each other to take into account, th^ should more readily develop stroi^
ochesion and effective means to fulfill their tasks. It would also follow
that consultation designed to facilitate team develcpnent should be easier
with the itore autonomous team. Being more autonombus, th^ should be more
able to Inplement vhat they learn.

Our findings frcm educational consultations with two teams over a two-
year period have led us to question this line of reasonii^. Contrary to our ,
initial es^jectations, we found it more difficult to move the more autonomous
team to the later states of develcpnent than it was to move the less
autonomous team.

In this paper, we first discuss our thinking about the stages of team
development and about the structural and cultural factors that affect such
develcptent. Next we present the quantitative evidence that enabled us to
conpare the two before, immediately after, and six months after
consultation. Finally, we discuss our es^ierienoes \Aiile consulting with the
two teams.

Our consultation procedure have been described in a previous paper
(Farrell, Schmitt, and Heinemann, 1984). Briefly, the procedures made use of
quantitative and qualitative assessments of team prcperties, feedback
work^cps, and follow-vp measures of the effectiveness of the consultation.
We first used videotapes and interviews to gather data that enabled us to ^
asseffp each team's needs; then we provided each team with a series of four or
five workshops tailored to help them leam about their functioning and to
progress to the later stages of team develcpnent. Ihe workshops were spaced
about three weeks apart. The time from initial data ^thering to follcw-v^
observations was approximately year. We worked first with an an-patient,
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general medical team (IP Team); then, a few inanths after conpleting that
csonsultation, we worked with an out-patient, home care team that was based in
a hospital (HC Team).

Stages of Iteam Development

m a previous paper, we presented an, atteirpt to relate our observations
of h^th care teams to theories of groi?) developnent (Farrell, Heinemann, and
Sdimitt, 1986). Drawir^ on observations of teams in a variety of settings, we
argued that the stage of team develcpnent could be inferred based on the
constellation of informal roles present in the team. In Stage I, the
Dependency Stage, meonbers are lancertcdn about professional roles, groi?j
process roles, arxi authority roles. Because th^ lack cammitment to tiie team
and trust in one another, oarnmanication is not cpen. Biey are likely to seek
orientation and guidance from authorities inside and outside the team. The
dominant informal role in this stage is likely to be the Si^jerman or
Wonderwoman, a meariber vftio is seen as particularly ccaipetent and vftib is
idealized by other members. Other roles include the Helper, a Tiv=TTihgr \iho
makes considered efforts to please the dominant person; the Scapegoat, a
member vdio is perceived as incompetent and a major source of team problems;
and the down, a member vftio uses humor to tension generated by
members' uncertainties.

In Stage II, the Cai^lict Stage, teams are likely to be polarized in
conflict about the es^rcise of authority. As team members carry out work
together, they are likely discover many disagreements about \tot each member
^ould be doing and about how much control one member, often the physician,
should have over other members. Conflicts are likely to be dealt with by
means of avoidance, and tensions are li)cely to be dealt with indirectly.
Occ^ionally, conflicts may en:?jt in meetings, but they are likely to go
unresolved and result in an aftermath of hard feelings.

The dominant informal role during this stage is the Tyrant, a v4io
is seen as an oppressive authority figure. Usually, but not alwaj^, this
member is the physician. Msoiibers may turn to this person for decisions, or
conflict resolution, but they are also liJcely to resent this person's
dominance. Conflict results vftien this-dcaninance is challenged, often hy a.
team member playing the role of Hatchetman. As conflict intensifies, the
Hatchetanan may become the Ia\^er or ^xikesperson for the discontents of other
TKOribera. Within the team, sever^ new informal roles may emerge to dispel or
contain the growii^ tension: The Caring Ear or socio-emotional specialist, \Aio
spends much time listening to gripes and repairing damaged self-esteem and the
Part^ Host, \Aio attempts to counter grcwing resistance by bringing food to
meetings, staging parties, or in other ways being nice to everyone.

In the later stages of develcpnent (State III, Cohesion and Consensus,
and Stage IV, Functional Role Relatedness), preocci^tion with authority is
lessened. Throu^ open discussion, members confront discontent and negotiate
a consensus about goals, procedures, and roles. The negotiations result in
clarification of aitibiguities about authority, professional roles, and members'
ri^ts and responsibilities in team meetings. The emergent roles and
es^jectations became the core of the team's culture. Members in this stage
e^^ress a greater sense of we-ness. The team alternates smoothly throu^
periods of work punctuated by meetings to resolve conflicts as they arise and
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parties to celebrate acconplishments.

The informal roles likely to be salient at this time include a Coalition
of colleagues, a core groijp of meoiibers \Aio are relatively equal in
pa-rh1n.-i pa-Ki nn^ share a sense of respect and wannth toward one another, and
divide'the labor and decision-maldiig based on e^^jertise. The fonn^ Tyrant,
Si;5)ennan, or Wonderwoman is likely to be a member of the coalition) but he or
she is now likely to interact more as a peer. Coraraunication is less likely to
be blocked or overloaded with tension.

Structural Factors that Influence Team Development

Ihe Locus of Ertibeddedness, One structural factor that influences team
development is the degree to \Aiich team menibers are embedded' (Granovetter,
1985) in either their discipline-specific network or the team network. A
member \Aio is more embedded in a discipline-specific network consults
frequently with and spends most free time with peisons in his <pr her own
discipline and is more closely sipervised ty discipline-specific auUiorities.
One lAio is more embedded in the team consults and socializes more \^th team
members ani is only loosely si5)ervised by authorities outside of tl^ team. '
The locus of enibeddedness influences the degree to \ihLch. members adhere to
their professional roles and the degree to \Aiich th^ become invested in the
team's formal and informal roles.

Prior to consultation, the IP Tteam members were less embedded in their
team network and more embedded in their discipline-specific netatforks. Oi^
factor that contributed to this was that only 3 out of 12 IP Team members were
assigned full-time to the team, \Aiile other mEsribers' raided from 10% to 60%
^-iTTwa comitanent. Even scane of those who were assigned full-time to the team
shared offices with other professionals from their own disciplines. Those
without full-time assignment had their offices geographically dispersed
throu^iout the ho^ital.

In contrast, ei^t out of'nine HC Team menibers were assigned full-time to
the tpam. The ninth member, the pihysician, had an 80%" time commitment to the
team. Seven team members shared one large office, viiile the other two, the
physician and the secretaiy, had offices directly across the hall. Only two
team members, the head nurse and the social worker, were likely to interact
with any frequency with professionals from their discipline-specific networks
outside the team. Since the HC Team's patients were dispersed throu^iout a
large metropolitan area, team members were frequently away frcm the ho^ital.
Thus, unlike the IP Team, the HC Team members operated' on the p^ipihery of the
ho^ital bureaucracy and were more embedded in their team network, in terms of
both their tiire commitment and their proximity to one another.

The degree of enibeddedness in discipline-specific or team network was
manifest in many ways in the teams. The IP Team members had more loyalty to
their own respective disciplines and less loyalty to tteir team. When
confronted with a problem in diagnosis or treatiaent, team menibers turned to
colleagues outside the team for consultation. Canplaints about the team were
likely to be shared with these outsiders. R5r exaitple, during our ^iod of
observation the resident physician took oonplaints about team organization to
his si^ervisor, rather than bringing them to the team. Another manifestation
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of discipline-specific embeddedness in the IP Team was that members more
rigidly adhered to their professional roles and resisted any pressures to take
on responsibilities that went beyond their job description.

Being less embedded in their discipline-specific networks, the HC Team
members were more likely to channel ccaiplaints and consultations back into the
team. Since HC Team msnibers were less involved with pecple outside their
team, th^ were nore susceptible to informal pressures from one another.
These pressures pulled them into activities that were not. ea^jected within
their formal, professional roles.' For exanple, the social worker becams
involved with administrative, record-keeping work, vdiich both he and other
members felt was the domain of the head nurse or the physician in his role as
medical director. But because of perceived pressing need, the social worker .
continued to carry out these functions. Likewise, the LENs took on
responsibilities that were normally reseirved for RNs, and the physician's and
nurse practitioner's roles often overlapped. The lack of strong ties to their
own disciplines created a context \ih.ere role-dedifferentiation was more liJ^ely
to occur.

The Geoararhic location of Patients

Other structural factors besides locus of enibeddedness contributed to the
differences between the two teams in the dedifferentiation of roles, ihe IP
Team was responsible for 34 patients located in adjacent corridors. Each team
member could visit any patient easily. In contrast, the HC Team was
responsible for the care of 85 to 100 patients scattered around a large
metropolitan area. Each team member was able to visit only three or four
patients per day. In a normal cycle of visits, an PN mi^t allow three to six
weeks between her visits to a particular patient. Hcwever, during this -
interval, other, team members were likely to visit the patient. While alone in
the patient's home, each member had to act as the "eyes, ears, and hands" for
the-others; that is, he or she had to take in information for the other
disciplines and sometimes make decisions or provide services that ordinarily
would be the responsibili"^ of-another discipline. Thus, the physician,
acting like a traditional family doctor, mi^t e^^and his or her role into
nursing or social work. The LEN mi^t es^and into professional nursing, or
the nurse practitioner mi^t es^and into medicine. While the lack of
enibeddedness in the discipline-specific network allowed for "dedifferentiation
of professional roles, the dispersal of patients and the cycles of patient
contact actually encouraged it.

Cultural Factors that Influence Team Development

The Clash of Cultural Models of Authority and Division of labor. In
addition to the structural factors that contributed to differences between the
two teams, there were also cultural differences that influenced team
develcprient. In contrast to the IP Team, vftiich had clear e^qjectations for the
exercise of authority, the HC Team was confronted with uncertainty about the
exercise of authority in two key roles - the physician and the head nurse.
The HC Team functioned at the edge of the hospital bureaucracy. Their
patients had prdblems that did not require hospitalization; yet, they were
sick enou^ to require monitoring' and ir^t of health care team skills -
especially those provided ^ nursing. ' In the contemporary health care system,
nursing has a well-defined model for home health care. The model of the
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relatively autoncancfus visiting ^nuirse fits well in the situation. Each nurse
on the HC Team had a case load" for vdiidi she was responsible. However, the
roles, of the physician and head nurse were less clearly defined. The inore
specialized medical knowledge and skills of the physician were not required on
a regular basis (as they are in a ho^ital vAiere patients were more acutely
ill). Since there was no unit of patients and staff to manage and since it
was iirpossible to maintain contact with all the patients, the role of head
nurse was also less clear. The HC Team was confronted with the problem of .
redefining these roles -sorting out \Aiicli models of physician, head nurse, and
team were appropriate to the work setting.

Confronted with this situation, the physician vacillated between two^
models for-his role - the hospital physician and the family doctor. Drawing
on the ho^ital physician model, he thou^t he should closely st^jervise -^e
staff and maintain i;^to-date information on cill 85 to 100 patients. "Hiis-led
to his decision to have daily meetings, at \^cii each team member reported
their activities of the previous day to him. Drawing on the family doctor
model to define his role, he made house calls to a variety of patients so as
to maintain personal contact.

The head nurse also had no clear model to draw on in defining her role.
The other RNs conveyed to her that they would like"her to take responsibility
for some of the day-to-day home visits and care of patients. The social
work^ indicated that he would like her to take on some of the record-keeping
and health insurance work. Drawing on her model of h^d nurse in the
hospital, she felt these functions were outside of her role; yet, she could
not clearly define vtot she should be doing as head nurse in the HC Team
setting.

In the midst of this uncertainty, the physician's role became pivotal.
The authority associated with the external prestige of this role enabled him
to force others on the team to coitply with his soliitions to prdalems. For
exanple, because he was the physician, oth^ team members went along with his
deonand that th^ meet every morning to discuss patients even thou^ they
thou^t the meetings were redundant. When other team members attenpted to
resolve their cwn problems, they would turn to him for authority to back them
yjp. Consequently, the physician's role became both central and problematic
due to his lack of definition.

Effects of the Structural and Cultural Differences on Team Development.

The differences in the two teams with respect to enibeddedness, location
of patients, and clarity about authority roles, created many differences in
the types of strains by each team, and resulted in differences in
the stage of team develcpnent each achieved. The IP Team was still in the
Dependency Stage. lacking a sense of teing a team, they had more permeable
boundaries. Strangers could come and go at meeting without identifying
themselves to the team meatibers. members would sit scattered about a room
haphazardly so that it was difficult to say vdio was a member of the team,
was a student, and \Aio was sinply a visitor. In dealing with outside
authority, th^ were dependent ai^a cqitpliant. Their meetings had a very rigid
quality with each member in turn presenting the report from his or her
discipline. Some members conplained that they did not understand the jargon
of other disciplines.
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On the oth^ hand, the HC Team was intensively embroiled in the Conflict
Stage of team develcpnent. The seven team members \^o shared one large office
were free to interact with each other in a fluid way; strong coalitions
developed within this groi^). As members became aware of one another's needs,
they volianteered or were pressured to bend their professional roles to assist
one another. - Overloaded with patients, the members were sensitive to lAiether
everyone was doing his or her fair share of work.

The physician, vftio had a separate office, was not as deeply involved in
this r^to/ork. The heavy load of patients made him anxious about,meeting
patients' needs. And the es^jansion of other team irembers* roles Tiwde him
anxious about having his responsibilities usurped. At t-impg he would visit
patients in tte evening, vdiich created feelings among oth^ team members that
he was "checking on them. At other times, he would delay making decisions
by claiming he needed more information. Meetings to keep him informed were
loosely organized and frequently broke down into side conversations or <^dic
communication between the physician and one other team member. Since the
was less embedded in the hospitcil bureaucracy, the team members had no
authorities outside the team vdio could be blamed for their pEx±>lems.
Consequently, de^ seated feelings of frustration and anger pervaded the
relationship to tlie Ft^ician. Members vacillated between begging him for
decisions and attacddng him for being too dominant.

Comparison of IP and HC Team Functionina

Quantitative Measures, Several of these differences in team functioning are
reflected in our measures of team properties. Before beginning a of
workshops designed to help the teams function more effectively, we asked
membera in individual interviews to characterize the team as a vAiole, the
relations between team members, and their own roles in terms of role clarity,
role ov^load, and styles of resolving conflicts. To measure changes in
prqperti^ of the team, we asked mertibers to fill out two questionnaires
before, immediately after, and six months after coirpleting the workshops: the
Moos' Group Environment Scale (Moos et al, 1975) and Bales' SYMDDG Scales
(Bal^ and Cohen, 1979). The latter scales enabled us to irveasure changes in
the informal role structure of the teams.

Similarities between the Teams. looking at the Mbos scales, we see that
initially both teams reported relatively hi^ degrees of cohesion (Table 1).
They responded positively to such items as, "Ihere is a feeling of unil^ and
cohesion in this groip." However, responses to this scale may have been
colored ty^the sane social desirability factors that lead married coi^les to
report satisfaction with their marriages.

Not surprisingly, both teams felt positively about their task
performance.' In ^ite of any interpersonal or administrative difficulties,
teains usually strive to do well at their basic tasks. On the Clear Objectives
item, viiioli ra^es from a hi^ of 5 to a low of 1, the average member's rating
in both teams indicated that they felt the task objectives of their were
fairly clear (Table 2). Another indicator of their perceptions of task
effectiveness are the reports on how well members cooperated to get the work
done (Table 2). Both teams scored hi^ on this scale.

Consistent with these reports of task effectiveness, we found that on tiie
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scalesbothteamsalsoscoredhl^onTai^Orientation(Table1),v^ch
Indicatesagreementwithitems,lite,theteamhelpsitsmembers"make
practicaldecisions"and"leamnewskills."However,bothteamsalsoscored
relativelylowonInnovativeness(Table1);eachagreedthat"Thisteamhasa
setwayofdoingthings"and,"Iheteamusuallyfollowsaboutthesamepattern
ineverymeeting."

TABLE1

IteanScoresonNbosGroi:^Envirc^nnentScales

IPTeamHCTeam

BpforeAftpr6mosBeforeAft^.r6mos

Cchesion6.17.08.17.17.36.3

LaaderStructure6.26.45.74.26.4.4.9

E}^res5ion4.73.84.35.86.66.4

Independence5.75.75.94.47.15.8

TaskOrientation7.77.68.07.27.66-.3

SelfDiscovery1.52.12.54.54.85.3

Anger3.43.63.46.76.37.0

Ord^andOrg.5.96.07.33.15.34.4

leaderCentered3.63.32.65.75.55.6

Innos^tiveness3.93.53.33.54.03.1

TABLE2

ClearObjections

HoleClarity

RoleConflict

IndividualsValued

DecisionClarity

Trust,Recognition

Cooperation

MfeanScoresonInitialInterviews

IPTeam

X

(sd)
3.60

(0.49)

3.55

(1.19)

2^30
(1.19)

3.50

(1.12)

3.20

(0.87)

3.65

(0.90)

4.05

(0.47)
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HCTeam

X

(sd)
3.72

(0.71)

3.33

(1.33)

2.89

(1.45)

2.83

(1.52)

3.28

(1.18)

3.30

(r.41)

4.17

(0.58)



Differences between the Tpamg- we beiiig to see initial differences xAien we
look at items that focus on grot^) structure and individual member's experience
of bei:^ in the groi^. in ccatparison to the IP Team, the HC Iteam r^rted
less Order and Organization (Table 1) • HC Team members wiere less liJcely to
report that "Activities of the groi?) are carefully planned," and more likely
to r^ort that, "It is -sometimes hard to tell just \iidiat is going' on in this
team." IP Team meatibers, v4io were more embedded in their discipline-specific
networks, reported that their roles were clearly defined lODre so "Uian the
HC Team members (Table 2). Not only is the mean for Role Clarity on the HC
Team low^, but the varipce is greater, vftiich. indicates that some members
felt their roles were quite clear, viiile other felt they were not <^-1 at
^1. lodkiiig at individual resfponses, we find that the head nurse, vdio had
3ust begun to work with the team, was particularly uncertain about her role.
This uncertainty did not resolve itself over time. The other HC Team members
viio ,were most lancertain about their roles were the ptQrsician and LEN.

Reflecting the role dedifferentiation, the meatibers of HC Team also
r^rted more role conflict aiKi overload tiian did the meatibers of the IP Tteam
(Table 2). In their relations to one another, HC Tteam nertibers reported less
of a sense that tl^ value of each member's contribution was appreciated or
that mertibers were trusted and recognized for their contributions, iigain, the
variance on the^ items indicates wide differences in how these dimensions
were perceived in the HC Team. For exairple, viiile the physician saw the team
in a positive li^t, the LFNs saw it in a more negative 11'ght.

This sense of ambiguity may not be_ all bad, because it sets the stage for
^re Self-Discovery (Table 1). HC Team members were more likely to agree
that, "In this team metiibers are learning to depend on themselves," The lack
of ord^ was also associated with greater Expressiveness in the HC Tteam (Table
1); v^le the orderliness of the IP Team was associated with a sense of
constraint. ^ HC Team members agreed that, "There is a lot of spontaneous
discussion in this team," \«diile IP Team members were lUcely to say that,
"Mearibers tend to ^de their feeling from one another," However, at t-i-ntfig
this spontanei"^ in the HC Team erupted into overt anger. The HC Tfeam,
agreeing with itertis like, "People in this team sametiites yell at-each other,"
and "Mertibers often gripe," scor^ hi^ier than the IP Team on Tolerance for
Ang^ and Aggression (Table 1).

In addition to these differences in the atnospheres of the two teams, the
HC Team reported less of a sense op sL^^port from the leader (leader Structure,
Table 1) than the IP Team. HC Team members disagreed with such items as, "The
leader goes out of his way to help members," and "Members can count on the
leader to help them ^t of trouble," Even thou^ the HC Tteam members did not
feel the leader provided si^port or structure to the team, they nevertheless
felt that the leader dominated the team (Leader Centered, Table 1). They
claimed that, "The leader has much more influence in the groi^) than the other
mertibers do," and "The leader often tells other mernbers how to do things."
This dortdnance also became apparent vdien we cortpared the two on their
styles of resolving conflict. While the IP Tteam was likely to settle
conflicts ty avoidance or conprcanise, the HC Tteam was nore likely to settle
them by leader fiat.

Au'^ority issues for the IP Team were focused on persons outside the
bouixJaries of the irnnitediate team. Their corrplaints about authority centered
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around the constrcdnts and impositions of the heads of services within the
ho^iteC. bureaucracy. The HC Team, being more autancsnpus and less imbedded in
the hospital bureaucracy, focused authority issues on the physician inside the
team.

In addition to answering questions about their perc^}itions of their
teams, menibers vere asked to rate themselves and other team members using
Bales SYMDDG adjective checklist. SYMI06 enabled i3s to locate each member in
a three dimensional space. The'results of this analysis were used to assess
the informal role structure of the team. The diinensions are:

Prcaninence (I^Down) - Hew assertive or active members are in the
team;

Sociability (Positive-Negative) - Hew warn or si^portive mertibers
are;

Task versus Eb^ressiveness (Forward-Backward) - How useful menibers
are at logical, prcbleoa-solving versus hew much joking, story
telling, or other e55>ressive activity th^ shew.

In the S3MI0G diagrams (Figures 1-6), Prominence is indicated by the size
of the circle drawn to r^resent each member. Sociability is represented by
the position of the circle on the Positive-Negative dimension. Task versus
E)5)ressiveness is indicated by the position on the Forward-Badkward dimension.

In the initial observation the bulk of the IP Team cliistered in the •
Positive quadrant (Figure 1), vdiereas two members were seen as different from
the others. One of the isolated members, the clinical nurse specialist (CNS),
\itiO was an "outside" consultant to the team, was seen as assertive, task-
oriented, and less positive; but, since ^e lacked ar^ legitimated authority,
her assertive task-orientation made her a candidate for the Wonderwoman role
rath^ than the Tyrant. The other isolate, "Uie physical therapist (FT), was
seen as more negative, less task-oriented, and less assertive than most
members. This role resembles that of the Scapegoat. The piysician (MD) in
the IP team was located in the center of the grot^ - prominent, and take-
oriented, but also quite positive. The head nurse (HN) was the Caring Ear in
this team. Also, in the IP Team, the social woriker (SW) was a prominent,
e}5)ressive member. In sociometric ratings, he was the best liked member. His
warmth and joking behavior made him a candidate for the Clown role.

Si:?)erficially, the HC Team resembled the IP Team. The HC Team's ratings
prior to consultation show that the physician (IJD), like the clinical nurse
specialist in the IP Team, was seen as r^atively prominent and negative
conpared to other members (Figure 4). However, because of his authority iri
the team, he dccminated the groi^, and his infomal role resembled the Tyrant.
The head nurse (HN) and the nurse practitioner (NP) were sdsb relatively
prominent, but th^ were seen as more positive and appeared closer to other
team members. The nurse practitioner scanetimes played the hatchetman or
lawyer for other members and argued their cases to the physician. The
secretsuy (SEC) was the most positive member. In our observations she played
the part of the Caring Ear; her office vas the place vAiere people went to
gripe and receive synpathy. The social worker (SW) was seen as the least
task-oriented and was not very assertive. As a groi^), the team was polarized;
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vdth tte physician and the social worker each being outside the inner circle
ccotparii^ these diagrans is^t the diSrS^i^^siz^ of the circles is grea^ in the HC Tteam. ihis differenSteto^^Lns

in the variances on the Ecammence dimension indicati=<^ more initial ecanalitv
of participation inthelPlteamthaniiitheHC leS. equality
Results of Consultatinn

at the Ktoos scale scores, we see that, immediately after
teams reported more Self-Discovery and botht^ b^^ sli^tly more cohesive (Table 1). But six monthsT4ter the IP

^ caoser, vAiile the HC Tteam fell back to a lower levelC^entation, Order and QrganizaUon, Leader Structure, and Member
^dependence (Table 1). All initially inproved for the HC Tteam, then the
srares ^erted back toward pre-consultation levels in the six month follow-un
ob^tion Tblerance for Anger (Table l) fell sli^tS? to ^ ^
hi^er levels at the six nonth post-consultation observation.

/r.' reflected in the smCG ratings. In observation two^^Lgi^ 2) ^ IP Team had moved closer together and the. range on thetominen^ dunension had declined. Only the social worker^tood out in his
^ (to 3), six i^^nthnaSTtSflTl^resiled the Coition of Colleagues, with relatively equal particirvition of

members vtoose behaviors clustered in the Itositive Forira^^^^?^

mho ^ HC Team seened headed in the same direction (Fiqure 51
^ giysician and the social worker, mi^ed c?oS^ott4rEven thoucji the team lost its Caring Ear during this fthe

reported positive b^vior fiom •alaost ^eryone. But by the tire of the six month follow-uc the HC 'Tv>a™ ™=
physician had drifted back toward thei^tive directiOT, and he was joined the Head Nurse. The Rnniai worker

task-oriented but was still relatively The nursp
^ Hatchetman or lawyer"in voicingniemb^- coirplaiiits, stood between the team and the authorit^fiqSes

^taryj^ tot^ly isolated and seai^a to be in th^^oftS." ^
range on the Prominence diinension increased once again.

Implications for Consulta-hion

^ members were more embedded in their owndi^ipline-specific networks and less embedded in the team network This^ntribu^ to their being in the Dependency^gf
ronsultation. The members were more rigidly comnitted to

The^StSirt^ coinmitment to one another.
! traditional hospital roles and the organization of theirwork settuig reinforced this role differentiation. There
of them being a bounded groi?) and more of a sense of them

bemg a loose confederation of professionals,

BecanS sitmtion worked to our favor in consulting with thmr..B^u^ the bound^ies of the team were less consolidated, it was relatively
ea^ for us to gam acceptance the team. Because of their dependent
orientation toward authority, they were extremely coitpliant with our workshop
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procedures, vfliicii required that they meet in a videotaping rocm far frcm their
vmit and that th^ fill out several questionnaires ^ For the most pa2±, th^
readily adapted changes that we suggested for organizing their meetings and
relating to one another.

Ihe major objective of our consultation became to move the members closer
together. We focused on making menibers more aware of one another's
conpetencies and allowing them to be more cpen and trusting of one another.
We encouraged them to sharpen the boundaries between their core team and
outsiders.

One problem with this team was helping it to increase its autonony as a
team and discouraging it from becoming dependent ijpon us. In the workshops,
we sometiines found it necessary to hold back cdnments so that the team would
discover the resources among their own menibers and so they themselves would
develcp skill at diagnosing and suggesting changes in their team.

In contrast, to the relatively open boundaries of the IP Team, the
boundaries between insiders and outsiders were much more difficult to •
penetrate in the HC Team. Althou^ .urged to se^ consultation for their
problems, they resisted, until a major confrontation in the team forced the
issue. Even after they had agreed to participate in the workshops, the first
meeting had to be rescheduled severeil times.. Once we gained entry, we found
it was still very difficult to break the momentum of their own processes. We
came to each meeting with an agenda and soon found ourselves derailed or
bogged down. When they were not arguing among themselves, th^ were trying to
pull us in on one side of a conflict or the other.

Our first objective in consulting with this team was to gain the trust of
each member of the team. One way we did this was ty going out with them as
th^ made home visits and listening carefully to each member's history and
analysis of the groi^ dynamics. We conveyed to them that we had no one
meiriber's interest as our goal, but rather our goal was to help the team leam
and change in ways that would benefit everyone. We worked at helping them
lea^ an analytic framework that transcended the more mundane questions of \Aio
was ri^t or \jh.o was wrong about some paz^icular issue.

After gaining entry, in contr^t to the problems of moving the IP Team ,
members closer together, our problem with this team was more one of pulling
them further apart. In some ways, th^ resembled a family with children in
late adolescence - che that Bowen (1978) was characterized as an
londifferentiated ego mass. Those with authority were reluctant to let go even
vhen it was appropriate. Those with less authority felt ccorpelled to test and
challenge those with more. The informal pressures had pulled almost all
members somev^t out of their professional roles into someone else's
territory. Lite joany grcai^js in the Conflict Stage, exaggerated stereotyping
and other signs of projection and introjection were common (Wells, 1980).

In atteirptirig to help them pull further apart, we worked first on
bringing structure and order to meetings. Then we worked on diarpening
members' awareness of the pressures pulling them out of their professional
roles and encouraged them to sharpen the boundaries between professions.
Finally, we worked on gaining consensus about the apprcpriate and
inappropriate uses of authority ty the physician, head nurse, and nurse
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practitioner.

As the data dicw, strategy has not yet been successfta. Iteams that
develop this degree of intensity of involvement with one anotiier have more
difficulty dhai^ir^. Kie ]^ative aiitonoiy-of the HC Tteam freed it to get
more involved in tiie Conflict Stage, and "tiie informal roles of tiiis stage were
de^ly entrendied. The IP Team readily set aside the informal roles of the
Dependency Stage, but the HC Team could not easily shift out of the informal
roles of the Conflict stage. The autoncnry of the HC team also "maiip. resolution
of authority issues more difficult. Whereas the IP Tteam found problematic
authority figures outside the team during their Conflict Stage, the HC Team
focused on their own members. The lack of organizational constraints enabled
them to develop more deeply layered resentments vftiich were more difficult to
resolve throu^ consultation.
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FIGURE 1

In-patient Team 1
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FIGURE 2

In-patient Team 2
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FIGURE 3

In-patient Team 3
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FIGURE 4

Home Care Team 1
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FIGURE 5

Home Care Team 2
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FIGURE 6

Home Care Team 3
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